Applications are invited from qualified individuals who are interested in being considered for a position as a per course instructor teaching Psychology 6633 Clinical Psychopharmacology in Fall semester 2016 on the St. John’s campus. The course schedule will be determined by the Psy.D. Program Director in consultation with the instructor. The Calendar description is:

**6633 Psychopharmacology** examines the theoretical basis for the action of psychoactive medications and reviews empirical evidence concerning their effectiveness and side effects across the lifespan.

**Required qualifications:** (1) A demonstrated knowledge of the specific topics noted in the course description; (2) a doctorate in a relevant discipline (e.g., pharmacy; psychology; clinical neuroscience); and (3) demonstrated experience with medications in clinical psychology. Preference will be given to applicants who have appropriate provincial registration/licensure.

Applicants should send a letter of application, curriculum vitae, evidence of effective teaching, and the names of three references in electronic form to: Psychsecretary@mun.ca

If electronic submission is not possible, applicants may send the information to:

Head, Department of Psychology  
Memorial University of Newfoundland  
St. John’s, NL  
A1B 3X9

The deadline for receipt of complete applications is 4:00 PM, 21 June, 2016.

All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadian citizens and permanent residents will be given priority. Memorial University is committed to employment equity and encourages applications from qualified women and men, visible minorities, aboriginal people and persons with disabilities.